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LASER FACIALS
Laser, unlike commonly perceived, isn’t merely a tool of aggressive
treatments. With the combined effects of accuracy and focused
targeting, lasers also can be an effective instrument of getting
facial treatments.
Healing and surfacing several imperfections of skin, laser facials
can help bring resolution of deep rooted and superficial issues. At
Aura Cosmetic Centre, we specialize in bringing about targeted
results.
Generally, the outcomes of laser facials are much more controlled,
precise and predictable as compared to chemical peels or
microdermabrasion. Primarily bifurcated into two main segments,
laser facials can be ablative and non-ablative. Based on skin type
and problem, the skin expert might suggest milder non-ablative or
relatively more intense ablative laser treatment.
Depending skin type and problems, one might require 3-5 treatments
which are usually spaced a month apart.

LASER FOR ACNE & SCAR TREATMENT
Acne and accidental scars can leave a bad and unappealing impression
on others, in both professional as well as personal lives. In the
competitive times taking risks or compromising on the looks and
appearance isn’t really considered a matter of personal choice.
Selection, recruitments, marriage match-making and other social
interactions, widely depend on the visual appeal and personal
confidence.
Lasers have been very effective in external application-free
treatment of acne and scars. Because of its optical nature and
controlled efficacy, almost all types of acne and scars can be
minimized or eliminated.
At Aura Cosmetic Centre, our experts possess a rich experience of
handling various types of scars and acne, with the strategic
treatment process.

MEDICATED FACIALS
An effective alternative against laser or traditional chemical
peeling, medicated facials have emerged as a very popular option for
facial treatments and prevention of future breakouts.

Medicated Facials are essentially the techniques that rely on skin
cleansing and purification, based on medicated chemical applications
for deep action.
Aura Cosmetic Centre’s skin experts effectively treat acne prone or
any problematic skin type with unique medicated formula applications
which have deep penetration and accurate results.
Medicated facial applications, are enough light in weight, to not
bother your experience as an excess burden.
Cleansing followed by extractions ensure effective results with
existing skin issues and prevention against future breakout activity
by removing dead skin cells and reducing the sebum that can clog
follicles.

